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Sfiti

For the Graphic and Softwa-
re Laboratory examination, 
a restyling and a design of a 
new logo for the Sfiti com-
pany was requested.

Sfiti
2012

Original logo

First stage Second stage Final result

From among the many sketches I made, I selected this 
one because it demonstrates the best construction logic:

After various attempts I succeeded in improving the leg-
gibility and this is the result: 

This is the result I obtained with the final mo-
difications: 
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Showroom

Via Roma, 264 - 30038 Spinea
Tel. 041. 5413692 - Fax. 54136714

Sede

Via del Commercio, 22 - 30038 Spinea
Tel. 041. 990255 - Fax. 041.990361

Aximet,

Quatiis voluptiam elenimu storisquate eatibus, 
ut et acest magnim imoloribus et velique qua-
tur alis est im et inihil ilibus dolupta tquibus 
rem quo testio est am ea volut omnis asped 
quia volor aborrum aut acimus esequia sum 
idebit pa nobis aut exceate laccabo reptatius 
solorende pe sum, quiderum aut ut dolup-
taquae earcia vendit aut eum, aut aturiatem 
verumque placi re volenihil ius idereheni bla-
borem dit rat venitet lis dest, omnim et omnis 
aborepe rruptaqui consece ruptatquae esequ-
ibus pelluptam iuris vellanim qui quiam quas 
iusda quo quiam ex es et et pore volenis am 
eat.

Magnatias et esequia dolorest ium quassum 
eum imiliatio quias et ut omnis dolumenis se-
ruptur audae id eos eostiscia explit diti audi-
tiur, sequas ius.
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Sfiti
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I have also designed 
Business Cards, 
Vehicle Livery 
and Headed 
Paper. 
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Valcucine

Brandbook with wooden cover 
and hinged binding realized with 
metal strips, and personalized 
screws with the logo that corre-
sponds to the logo on the tip of 
the personalized screwdrivers. 

For the fifth edition of the 
IUSVE group workshop ‘Le 
idee non dormono mai’, the 
client Valcucine, expressed 
the wish to create a brand-
book to send to all the Valcu-
cine retailers world-wide. 
The Valcucine brandbo-
ok should synthesize the 
Company’s values such as 
recycling, dismantling and 
reconditioning, and ergono-
mics in the kitchen. 

Valcucine
2013
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Recycled paper was used for the 
pages to echo Valcucine’s princi-
ples.  
In the image below you can see 
an example of the layout presen-
ted to the client.

Valcucine
2013
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Santiago 
Calatrava
Setting-up

 davidecavallini / GiovanniChecchin / giOvannilongato / FedericoMarson / AlbertoPascotto / GianlucaPiovesan / MirkoTonini / MarcoValmarana

the flow
architecture in motion

settembre 2013

Calatrava is a univesal architect, who integrates 
the poetics of the form to movement combining 
sculpture, furnishings, buildings and engineering 
projects.   
Calatrava adds to everything a fourth dimension: 
movement. 
Thinking about this key point of Calatrava’s philo-

sophy, we produced themed block notes, (to be given 
away at a hypothetical exhibition at the Museo de las 
ciencias Principe Filipe in Valencia, a museum exe-
cuted by the same Calatrava) as a way to explain the 
movement of the works, of the logo created for the 
exhibition and of the exhibition title, by flicking the 
pages quickly as suggested on the second page. 

Santiago Calatrava
2013
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Mock-up

To better render the idea of the exhibition set-up, two mock-ups were created of the 
museum floors on a scale of 1:250 with the exhibition inside that had been conceived in 
honour of Santiago Calatrava. Each piece had been cut and glued by hand and this had 
required a great deal of concentration, precision and determination.
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Dynamic 
Identity
Tonini Mirko

I found the inspiration for my logo thinking 
about the three black squares of MIT MEDIA 
LAB that reminded me of the automatic focus 
point that we normally see on the reflex LCD 
screen.
These points are not really square but tend to 
have a rectangular shape. In my case I chose 
to maintain these squares both as a reminder 
of MIT and also because this square is the 
symbol of stasticity and therefore represents 
the part of me and my works that is always 
present.

I joined the different concepts 
to create a lattice in which the 
colors and the words united to 
work together.   
I think that a logo should be 
practical as well as beautiful and 
I thought about increasing or 
decreasing the quantity of each 
color inside the connection de-
pending on its role in each piece 
of work that I will undertake. 
The choice to modify only the 
colors inside the logo and not the 
corners (like the Nordkyn logo) 
resulted from my wish to keep 
the idea of the squares as the 
departure point.  

Now I have given a label to each square according to 
a series of rules that take into account opposite poin-
ts; for example: a work can be in colour or black and 
white.   
Then I assigned a color to each square that explained 
the label as far as possible while expressing and fol-
lowing the color variations of Itten’s wheel to obtain 
more subtle merging between one color and another.    
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Among the many uses of the logo, it is worth noting the 
possibility of utilising the lattice to create many different 
types of layout, as in the above image. 
In the right hand image, however, note the use of the white 
logotype on a notebook. 
Certainly on the black background the use of intensive co-
lours enhances the quality of the logo. As seen on the left, 
the headed paper is very simple, the background recalls 
the lattice while the personal details and the logotype are 
in the band above.  
On the business cards I chose to keep a black background 
to really enhance the logo. Another detail is “Graphic Desi-
gner” written in glossy black to draw attention also to the 
feel.

Dynamic Identity
2013

Possible 
Uses 


